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MARKETS
Three things…

PBoC policy makers, considering the stronger than expected rebound in
Q2 activity, told Reuters News Service today that there is no immediate
need to ease monetary policy further in the weeks and even months
ahead. It must be noted that like many countries’ governments and
central banks, PBoC employed unprecedented measures earlier this year
to blunt the economic and financial impact of Covid-19 triggered closures.
The CB’s spokespeople went on to say they want to avoid the unintended
consequences of too much stimulus—surging debt, bubblicious stock and
property markets and a continued widening of the wealth gap. PBoC
policymakers also, much like their Federal Reserve counterparts, are
keen to keep some dry powder for the next round of economic troubled
water, whenever that may come. In the meantime, Chinese stocks are
higher as are Chinese bonds, with the resultant dip in yields, and the
Yuan is a touch lower on the session.
In another sign that major economies are getting their sea legs back, the
Japanese government raised its domestic economic outlook for the
second month in a row. Officials however also acknowledged the severe
impact on both the global and domestic economies of renewed and/or
continued surges in coronavirus cases around the world. They noted the
5.3% contraction in 2020 will be followed by a 3.3% recovery bounce in
2021, citing the apparent bottoming out in global demand for autos,
electronics and a host of other Japanese products and exports. This
assessment did little for the Yen, TOPIX or Nikkei, or JGB’s, all of which
are lower as of this writing.
There was some good USMCA news late yesterday. The Mexican
government announced major pension reform plans, the effect of which
will be to more closely align Mexican workers’ pension plans with those in
the US and Canada. The main deliverable will be a 40% increase in
retirement benefits for the average worker, by raising employer
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contributions to the programs, while largely leaving worker contributions
alone. This may boost the benefits packages of some 20 Mln Mexican
retirees, while also establishing a new investment pool, enabling higher
returns to the program, and a new source of capital for companies,
markets and the economy.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is trading lower again this morning with the DXY dollar index
down 0.173 to 94.946. There is some support at the March low of 94.895,
so we may see some pullback and consolidation.  The offshore Chinese
yuan is trading a bit weaker this morning on the news that the consulate in
Houston has been ordered to close.  China has threatened to close the US
consulate in Wuhan as a response.  The yuan did trade to a session low
7.0150 in offshore markets.  The move seemed a bit exaggerated and
people sold dollar above the 7.000 level. The euro is trading stronger over
the past 24 hours having taken out resistance at 1.1450, and 1.1500 to
trade at 1.1590.  The stronger euro is benefiting from the EU agreement
which seems to have given a green light to more capital inflows into the
EU, in a bid to diversify away from the dollar and avoid any election risk in
November.  The pound is trading a bit lower on a headline in the Telegraph
saying, “Britain close to abandoning hope of a Brexit Trade Deal.” 
Whether this is just posturing remains to be seen but is an indication of the
state of the negotiations and has kept a temporary lid on the pound.  In the
US, it’s all eyes on the US fiscal package where it seems time is running
short while the two sides are still very far apart.  It increasingly is looking
like negotiations will last until early August.  Gold prices are up sharply,
$13.80 to $1855.80, while oil prices are down fractionally.  The 10 yr.
treasury is yielding 0.582%.

The Mexican peso is trading better against dollar, at 22.2800.  Retails
sales in Mexico fell 23.7% y/y in May below expectations for a 20% drop
and up slightly from -23.8% in April.  Sales are still 24.2% below the most
recent cyclical peak in September 2019, and 22.5% below the level in
February when the pandemic began to hit.  The modest increase in May
sales, despite the initial reopening, underscores the weak underlying
trend in consumers’ spending.  The pandemic hit Mexico hard and the
gov’t has been reluctant to use fiscal policy aggressively to support the
private sector, making things worse.  Low consumer confidence, a sharp
deterioration in the labor market and weakening credit conditions
combine to keep consumption on the weak end.  In addition, the Covid
pandemic is far from being controlled.  New cases appear to be slowing,
but the number of cases per day remains high.
The Brazilian real is up 0.8% to trade at 5.1260.  Brazils gov’t is pushing
to change the tax system, which is seen positively by the markets,
despite the political infighting caused by the handling of the Covid crisis. 
If implemented the main benefit would be longer term with improved
prospects for GDP growth and would likely lower long-term yields.  The
economy minister’s proposal would be to replace two existing taxes that
are used for social contributions (PIS and Cofins) with a VAT rate that
would be set at 12%.  There will also be additional measures that will
reform income tax and excise tax.  The IMF estimated in its report last
year that simplifying the system by reducing tax exemptions could raise
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gov’t revenues by around 2% of GDP.  Tax reform could also raise Brazil’s
potential growth rate.  Brazil’s tax system is notoriously complex, and the
World Bank estimates that companies spend around 10 times longer
complying and paying taxes than other Latin American countries.  The
costs involved in complying with the tax code deter investment and by
cutting these costs productivity is expected to increase. 

GLOBAL MARKETS

Rising US-China tensions are certainly grabbing the headlines today. The
announced forced closure of the Chinese consulate in Houston within the
next three days is ostensibly aimed at punishing China for allowing
Chinese hackers to steal vaccine research intellectual property from US
firms. The question is not is are these allegations true (more than likely),
but whether the timing is appropriate (likely not) and is the message
actually intended to change/improve behavior (also not likely). European
and Asian (ex-China) reacted negatively, but early indications in US
markets are this is just the latest salvo in the US-China trade war, more of
the same, rather than an escalation.
In the meantime, US equities are up 1/8% or so in early trading, while US
bond prices are slightly higher. Later today we get another shot at buying
20-year Treasuries,  which since their re-launch in May, are doing quite
well, both for the US Government and global investors, Prices are sharply
higher, with yields having dropped from an early June 1.46% high, to
today’s 1.06% cyclical low.

ECONOMICS

FHFA said today that US Home prices rose 4.9% for the 12 months
ended in May (mkt +5.6%), something of a relief to buyers, many of
whom are still chasing that dream. The move is interesting given the
positive impact on prices of lower mortgage rates. Most home buyers are
far more concerned about the monthly note payment, than the actual
home price, when all things are considered.

OTHER NEWS

Web-based/Facebook based “investigators” say that Wayfair is selling
children on its website. They cite the exorbitant prices of some of their
cabinetry which have suspiciously human names as their sole evidence
of this human trafficking marketplace. Like the Samiyah, a commercial
grade cabinet which goes for $12,899.99. The newsies on Facebook say
this is the name of a missing teen. Who herself came out on Facebook
saying she was NEVER missing at all. The firm itself says it regularly
uses names for its many products, to distinguish one sink, cabinet or
whatever from another, finding that shoppers are more likely to remember
a name than a model number or description. And don’t these
“researchers” all know you buy children from Dread Pirate Roberts on the
dark web-site Silk Road? And for much less?
However, this patently bogus “investigation” does shed light on the very
real problem of missing and exploited children. Around the world, some
800,000 children are reported missing every year. In the US, 94% of
these are safely returned to their families within 72 hours, with nearly
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50% found in the first 3 hours. This does not include those who are
considered refugees, or displaced persons.
Of the rest, however, the story may be the beginning of a long, terrifying
journey. In the rest of the world, the statistics are much less hopeful.
Many of these missing children are literally never heard of again. One can
only surmise that at best, they wind up in human trafficking rings.
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